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Agenda

Change Point Detection (CPD)
Feature Extraction and Feature Selection
Explainable AI (XAI)

We discuss the issue of trustworthiness of AI in the context of time series data:

• How to quantify trustworthiness?

• What does it mean in the case of time series? 

• What is an AI’s user’s trust?



It is possible to produce 

pictures which are classified 

with high confidence as an 

image of an object which are 

completely unrecognizable 

by humans[1].

How to define: Trust in AI?

From: [1] Nguyen et. Al.““Deep Neural Networks Are Easily 

Fooled: High Confidence Predictions for unrecognize. Images.” 
AlexNet - convolutional neural network, trained on 1.3 Million images: 

ILSVRC 2012 ImageNet dataset



It is possible to produce 

pictures which are classified 

with high confidence as an 

image of an object which are 

completely unrecognizable 

by humans[1].

How to define: Trust in AI?

From: [1] Nguyen et. Al.““Deep Neural Networks Are Easily 

Fooled: High Confidence Predictions for unrecognize. Images.” 

How should we measure

‘trustworthiness‘ of

Machine Learning Models?

AlexNet - convolutional neural network, trained on 1.3 Million images: 

ILSVRC 2012 ImageNet dataset



• Global vs. Local

• Model-Agnostic vs. Model-Specific

• Post-Hoc vs. Intrinsic              …..

• Salience Maps (GradCam)

• PCP / ICE / ALE Plots

• Local Surrogates (LIME) 

• Game Theory (Shapley Values)

• …..

Explainability: 
Different Concepts

The correct prediction alone

doesn‘t help indicate the

general patters.

[1b]



• Precision Machining

• Heart Rate Monitoring

• Production Data

Data Examples
Ball Screws: The rotating motion of a cylndrical

screw is translated into a longitudinal motion[2].

E.g.: High Prec. Positioning in CRC machining

Heart Rate Variability (HRV)

- Monitoring beat-to-beat variations

- Time-between-two-beats[3]

- R-R plots, ECG output, Power Spectra …

- Kaggle – Data[2]: Standard Deviation

Production Process Data

- Quality Monitoring

- Different CPs

- Detecting CPs in presence of

non-harmonic oscillations [4]



• ‘Structural Breaks’ in Time Series Data 

• Sequential tests allow quality monitoring (Wald [11])

i. Accept  𝐻0 ii.  Accept 𝐻1 iii. Wait for another Data Point

• Quality for CPD: #(False Positives) & Delay until Detection

typic. measured in Average Run Length (in- & out-of-control) in online case. 

Change Point Detection



• Page’s seminal paper[12] introduced the CUSUM method

• Lorden[13] (Asymp.Optim.), Barnard[14] (V-mask), Hinkley[15], 

Basseville&Benveniste[16], Bayesian Online CPD[17]

• Cumulative sum of fluctuations of signal 𝑋𝑛 beyond target 𝜃𝑛

• 𝑘 is the ‘allowance’ – only consider exceedance beyond 𝜃𝑛 + 𝑘

• ‘Sequential’: Only data up to time 𝑛 taken into consideration 

and decision about outcome is potentially postponed 

Online Change Point Detection: Windowed CUSUM

𝑆𝑛+1 = max(0, 𝑆𝑛 + 𝑋𝑛 − 𝜃𝑛 − 𝑘)

𝐻0: 𝜇1 = ⋯ = 𝜇𝑛 𝐻1: 𝜇1 = ⋯ = 𝜇𝑟−1 < 𝜇𝑟 = ⋯ = 𝜇𝑛



• Uses Batches of Data

• Segments the time-line 

• Data after proposed CP has 

equal eligibility

Classical Offline Change Point Detection

Successful Offline CPD Methods[5, 6]:

BINSEG[7] 1974 : Divide time-range 

recursively into dyadic sub-intervals

PELT[8] 2012: Cost-Function related

partitioning – (precise, running long)

CPOP[9] 2019: Finds Changes in Slope

ECP[10] : Calculates discrepancy scores

between data windows

AMOC[11] 1970: Maximum Likelihood 

estimator of CP of only one CP.

BOCPD[17] 2007: Bayesian online CPD

Observation: Online CPD methods are able to compete with offline ones in terms of precision and recall.



• Predict & Compare[4a]

• Target 𝜃𝑛 is replaced by 

Prediction of Learning model:

𝜃𝑛 = መ𝑓 𝑋 0,𝑡−𝑏 , 𝑡

• ‘CPD in Presence of Trends’

Classical Methods can be assisted by AI

Predict & Compare:

• Prediction Model uses data on 

window as input (‘input window‘)

• Predicts on subsequent window

(‘prediction window‘) of width 𝑏
• Comparison of true data with

prediction reveals change point

From [4a]: It shows that P&C competes well with

other state-of-the art Online CPD methods

(CUSUM[], BOCPD[], BFAST[]).



• If under 𝐻0 prediction of learning model is 

close to ground truth with high probability 

𝑃[| መ𝑓(𝑿 𝟎,𝒕−𝒃 ) − 𝒇 𝒕−𝒃+𝟏,𝒕 > 𝝐 ≤ 𝜹

(e.g., in the PAC-sense [19] 𝜖, 𝛿 > 0 small)

then P&M will not confuse CP with trend. 

Assisting CPD with AI – trustworthy?

Assumption: The signal 𝑋𝑛 is

𝑋𝑛 = 𝑓𝑛 +𝑊𝑛 + 𝐼𝑛
where

𝑓𝑛 is the trend,

𝑊𝑛 is some stationary noise,

𝐼𝑛 is the CP function (step, ramp…).

𝐻0 ∶ 𝐼𝑛 = 0, 𝐻1 ∶ 𝐼𝑛 ≠ 0

‘Mushroom Picking in Austria assisted by AI’ [20]: ‘Trust cannot 

be a goal in itself’ and ‘… avoid overtrust ….’

Quoted there: ‘Trust in AI is ‘the willingness of users to be

vulnerable to the actions of some automated system to achieve 

some goal.’ [20, 21]

Result: If ‘explanations’ are provided for classification result, 

the user performs significantly better in deciding correctly 

about edibility of mushroom under the assistance of AI.

-> User’s AI – literacy improves AI-assisted User Decisions

B. Leichtmann, C. Humer, A. Hinterreiter, M. Streit, M. Mara:  “Effects of Explainable Artificial Intelligence on 

Trust and Human Behavior in a High-Risk Decision Task,”, https://doi.org/10.31219/osf.io/n4w6u



• If under 𝐻0 prediction of learning model is 

close to ground truth with high probability 

𝑃[| መ𝑓(𝑿 𝟎,𝒕−𝒃 ) − 𝒇 𝒕−𝒃+𝟏,𝒕 > 𝝐 ≤ 𝜹

(e.g., in the PAC-sense [19] 𝜖, 𝛿 > 0 small)

then P&M will not confuse CP with trend. 

Assisting CPD with AI – trustworthy?

Assumption: The signal 𝑋𝑛 is

𝑋𝑛 = 𝑓𝑛 +𝑊𝑛 + 𝐼𝑛
where

𝑓𝑛 is the trend,

𝑊𝑛 is some stationary noise,

𝐼𝑛 is the CP function (step, ramp…).

𝐻0 ∶ 𝐼𝑛 = 0, 𝐻1 ∶ 𝐼𝑛 ≠ 0

PAC means ‘Probably Almost Correct’:

• Concept in Statistical Learning Theory

• gives lower bound (1-𝛿) for the probability of the predictive 

model መ𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌 to be 𝜖-correct,

• bounds are uniform over all possible random measures

(distributions) that may occur in nature.

D. Haussler generalized SLT beyond classification[19].

𝛿 is the ‘confidence parameter‘: It expresses

the probability of the prediction being off by

more than 𝜖.

Def. Confidence is a bound for the probability 

of መ𝑓 being inaccurate. As such it is a natural

candidate for the quantitative measure of the

trustworthiness of a ML model.



• If under 𝐻0 prediction of learning model is 

close to ground truth with high probability 

𝑃[| መ𝑓(𝑿 𝟎,𝒕−𝒃 ) − 𝒇 𝒕−𝒃+𝟏,𝒕 > 𝝐 ≤ 𝜹

(e.g., in the PAC-sense [19] 𝜖, 𝛿 > 0 small)

then P&M will not confuse CP with trend. 

Assisting CPD with AI – more so if explainable

Assumption: The signal 𝑋𝑛 is

𝑋𝑛 = 𝑓𝑛 +𝑊𝑛 + 𝐼𝑛
where

𝑓𝑛 is the trend,

𝑊𝑛 is some stationary noise,

𝐼𝑛 is the CP function (step, ramp…).

𝐻0 ∶ 𝐼𝑛 = 0, 𝐻1 ∶ 𝐼𝑛 ≠ 0

‘Mushroom Picking in Austria assisted by AI’ [20]: ‘Trust cannot 

be a goal in itself’ and ‘… avoid overtrust ….’.

Quoted there: ‘Trust in AI is ‘the willingness of users to be

vulnerable to the actions of some automated system to achieve 

some goal.’ [20, 21]

Result: If ‘explanations’ are provided for classification result, 

the user performs significantly better in deciding correctly 

about edibility of mushroom under the assistance of AI.

-> User’s AI – literacy improves AI-assisted User Decisions

Def.: If a predictive model‘s መf ⋅ ∶ 𝑹𝑡 → 𝑹𝑏 user estimates the

confidence parameter 𝛿 = 𝛿(𝑡, 𝜖) at time 𝑡 for a given

accuracy parameter 𝜖, then this expresses the user‘s trust in it. 

-> PAC = Probably Almost Correct – Learning theory

by Valiant, Vapnik, Pollard, Haussler[19].
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(e.g., in the PAC-sense [19] 𝜖, 𝛿 > 0 small)

then P&M will not confuse CP with trend. 

Assisting CPD with AI – trustworthy?

Assumption: The signal 𝑋𝑛 is

𝑋𝑛 = 𝑓𝑛 +𝑊𝑛 + 𝐼𝑛
where

𝑓𝑛 is the trend,

𝑊𝑛 is some stationary noise,

𝐼𝑛 is the CP function (step, ramp…).

𝐻0 ∶ 𝐼𝑛 = 0, 𝐻1 ∶ 𝐼𝑛 ≠ 0

‘Mushroom Picking in Austria assisted by AI’ [20]: ‘Trust cannot 

be a goal in itself’ and ‘… avoid overtrust ….’

Quoted there: ‘Trust in AI is ‘the willingness of users to be

vulnerable to the actions of some automated system to achieve 

some goal.’ [20, 21]

Result: If ‘explanations’ are provided for classification result, 

the user performs significantly better in deciding correctly 

about edibility of mushroom under the assistance of AI.

-> User’s AI – literacy improves AI-assisted User Decisions

• AI = Artificial Intelligence

• UI = User’s Intelligence

• User’s trust: መ𝛿 (user-estimated 𝛿)

• -> Def.: Trust := Estimated Confidence 



• AI = Artificial Intelligence

• UI = User’s Intelligence

• User’s trust: መ𝛿, user-estimated

• -> Def.: Trust = Confidence 

Trust, Explainability, Accuracy

Learning bounds limit the minimum training set size 𝑚.

(these are uniform bounds of the expected regret over all 𝑃.) 

D. Haussler‘s Learning generalisation of the PAC model [19] to

regression problems involves:

• a hypothesis space 𝐻 = { መ𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌}

• the usual risk function 𝑟 = 𝐸[𝑙(𝑌, መ𝑓(𝑋))] (empirical & ideal)

• a regret function 𝐿 𝑃, መ𝑓

• a learning method 𝐴: 𝑋𝑚 × 𝑌𝑚 → መ𝑓

• a “big L“-risk (expected regret) 𝑅 = ∫ 𝐿 𝑃, 𝐴 𝑋, 𝑌 𝑑𝑃𝑚(𝑋, 𝑌)

where the expectation is taken over the 𝑚-dim. training set.

• E.g.: 𝐿 𝑃, 𝐴 = 𝐼<𝑟∗+𝜖( Ƹ𝑟) ➔ 𝑅 = 𝑃[| Ƹ𝑟 − 𝑟∗| > 𝜖]

• 𝑭 is the finite 𝐻

• መ𝑓 < 𝑀 for all መ𝑓 ∈ 𝑭

• Under this condition

𝑅 < 𝛿.



• AI = Artificial Intelligence

• UI = User’s Intelligence

• User’s trust: መ𝛿, user-estimated

• -> Def.: Trust = Confidence 

Trust, Explainability, Accuracy

𝑅 < 𝛿: High trust in a learning method is small expected regret. 

• 𝑭 is the finite 𝐻

• መ𝑓 < 𝑀 for all መ𝑓 ∈ 𝑭

• Under this condition

𝑅 < 𝛿.

Haussler‘s Learning generalisation of the PAC model [19] to

regression problems (also: density estimation and parameter

estimation) involves

• a hypothesis space 𝐻 = {ℎ: 𝑋 → 𝑌}
• the usual risk function 𝑟 = 𝐸[𝑙(𝑌, ℎ(𝑋))] (empirical & ideal)

• a regret function 𝐿 𝑃, ℎ which is small when the empirical

risk is close to the ideal riska “big L“-risk (expected regret) 

𝑅 = ∫ 𝐿 𝑃, 𝐴 𝑋, 𝑌 𝑑𝑃𝑚(𝑋, 𝑌)

where the expectation is taken over the 𝑚-dim. training set.
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• a regret function 𝐿 𝑃, መ𝑓

• a learning method 𝐴: 𝑋𝑚 × 𝑌𝑚 → መ𝑓
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• AI = Artificial Intelligence

• UI = User’s Intelligence

• User’s trust: መ𝛿, user-estimated

• -> Def.: Trust = Confidence 

Trust, Explainability, Accuracy

Learning bounds limit the minimum training set size 𝑚.

(these are uniform bounds of the expected regret over all 𝑃.) 

Conclusion: Trust in a learning method is small expected regret. 

• 𝑭 is the finite 𝐻
• 𝑓 < 𝑀 for all 𝑓 ∈ 𝑭
• Under this condition

𝑅 < 𝛿.

Haussler‘s Learning generalisation of the PAC model [19] to

regression problems (also: density estimation and parameter

estimation) involves

• a hypothesis space 𝐻 = {ℎ: 𝑋 → 𝑌}
• the usual risk function 𝑟 = 𝐸[𝑙(𝑌, ℎ(𝑋))] (empirical & ideal)

• a regret function 𝐿 𝑃, ℎ which is small when the empirical

risk is close to the ideal risk

• a “big L“-risk (expected regret) 𝑅 = ∫ 𝐿 𝑃, 𝐴 𝑋, 𝑌 𝑑𝑃𝑚(𝑋, 𝑌)

where the expectation is taken over the 𝑚-dim. training set.



• Trustworthiness is confidence  𝛿 (in dependence of accuracy 𝜖).

• Trust is estimated confidence መ𝛿.

• The statistical learning theory provides rigorous terms for defining 

trust in learning methods to be estimated bound of expected 

regret 𝑅(𝑃).

Conclusion

Our questions:

• How to quantify trustworthiness?   -> Confidence

• What does it mean in the case of time series?    -> Uniform Bounds of probability to be correct

• What is an AI’s user’s trust?  ->  The estimate of the corresponding Confidence



What about AlexNet?

From: [1] Nguyen et. Al.““Deep Neural Networks Are Easily 

Fooled: High Confidence Predictions for unrecognize. Images.” 

Confidence estimates are

determined by the DNN –

Human estimate differs!

AlexNet - convolutional neural network, trained on 1.3 Million images: 

ILSVRC 2012 ImageNet dataset
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